
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO

VTran Media Technologies, LLC, §
Plaintiff, §

§
v. § Civil Action No. 08-1552 (SEC)

§
Liberty Cablevision of Puerto Rico, Ltd. § JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Defendant. §
§

PLAINTIFF’S AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiff VTran Media Technologies, LLC (“Plaintiff’ or “VTran”), by and through its

undersigned counsel, files this Amended Complaint against Liberty Cablevision of Puerto Rico,

Inc. (“Defendant” or “Liberty”) as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This is a patent infringement action to stop Defendant’s infringement of VTran’ s

United States Patent No. 4,890,320 entitled “Television Broadcast System for Selective

Transmission of Viewer-Chosen Programs at Viewer-Requested Times” (“the ‘320 patent”; a

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A) and United States Patent No. 4,995,078 entitled

“Television Broadcast System for Selective Transmission of Viewer-Chosen Programs at

Viewer-Requested Times” (“the ‘078 patent”; a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B).

VTran is the assignee of the ‘320 patent and the ‘078 patent. VTran seeks injunctive relief and

monetary damages.
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PARTIES

2. Plaintiff VTran Media Technologies, LLC is a limited liability company

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Texas. VTran maintains its principal place

of business at 104 E. Houston Street, Suite 140, Marshall, Texas 75670. VTran is the assignee of

all rights, title, and interest in and to the ‘320 patent and the ‘078 patent, including the right to

sue for infringement and recover past damages.

3. Upon information and belief, Defendant Liberty Cablevision of Puerto Rico, Ltd.

is a Bermuda corporation, authorized to do business in Puerto Rico since 2004, with its principal

place of business located at Road 992, KM 0.2, Luquillo, Puerto Rico 00773.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This action arises under the Patent Laws of the United States, 35 U.S.C. § 1 et

seq., including 35 U.S.C. § 271, 281, 283, and 284. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction

over this case for patent infringement under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 1338(a).

5. The Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendant because: Defendant has

minimum contacts within the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the District of Puerto Rico;

Defendant has purposefully availed itself of the privileges of conducting business in the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the District of Puerto Rico; Defendant has sought

protection and benefit from the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; Defendant regularly

conducts business within the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and within the District of Puerto

Rico; and Plaintiffs causes of action arise directly from Defendant’s business contacts and other

activities in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the District of Puerto Rico.
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6. More specifically, the Defendant, directly andlor through intermediaries, ships,

distributes, offers for sale, sells, and/or advertises its products and services in the United States,

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the District of Puerto Rico. Upon information and

belief, the Defendant, through its respective video-on-demand service, has committed patent

infringement in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the District of Puerto Rico, has

contributed to patent infringement in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the District of

Puerto Rico, and/or has induced others to commit patent infringement in the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico and in the District of Puerto Rico. Defendant’s video-on-demand service solicits

customers in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the District of Puerto Rico. Defendant

has many paying subscribers who are residents of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the

District of Puerto Rico and who each use Defendant’s video-on-demand service in the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the District of Puerto Rico.

7. Venue is proper in the District of Puerto Rico pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 and

1400(b).

COUNT I - PATENT INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘320 PATENT

8. VTran realleges and incorporates by reference each of Paragraphs 1-7 above.

9. United States Patent No. 4,890,320, entitled “Television Broadcast System for

Selective Transmission of Viewer-Chosen Programs at Viewer-Requested Times,” was duly and

legally issued by the United States Patent and Trademark Office on December 26, 1989 after full

and fair examination. VTran is the assignee of all rights, title, and interest in and to the ‘320

patent, and possesses all rights of recovery under the ‘320 patent, including the right to sue for

infringement and recover past damages.
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10. Upon information and belief, Liberty has infringed and continues to infringe one

or more claims of the ‘320 patent by making, using, providing, offering to sell, and selling

(directly or through intermediaries), in this district and elsewhere in the United States, video-on-

demand products and/or services.

11. Upon information and belief, Liberty has also contributed to the infringement of

one or more claims of the ‘320 patent, and/or actively induced others to infringe one or more

claims of the ‘320 patent, in this district and elsewhere in the United States.

12. Defendant’s aforesaid activities have been without authority and/or license from

VTran.

13. VTran is entitled to recover from the Defendant the damages sustained by VTran

as a result of the Defendant’s wrongful acts in an amount subject to proof at trial.

14. Defendant’s infringement of VTran’s exclusive rights under the ‘320 patent will

continue to damage VTran, causing irreparable harm for which there is no adequate remedy at

law, unless enjoined by this Court.

COUNT II- PATENT INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘078 PATENT

15. VTran realleges and incorporates by reference each of Paragraphs 1-14 above.

16. United States Patent No. 4,995,078, entitled “Television Broadcast System for

Selective Transmission of Viewer-Chosen Programs at Viewer-Requested Times,” was duly and

legally issued by the United States Patent and Trademark Office on February 19, 1991 after full

and fair examination. VTran is the assignee of all rights, title, and interest in and to the ‘078

patent, and possesses all rights of recovery under the ‘078 patent, including the right to sue for

infringement and recover past damages.
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17. Upon information and belief, Liberty has infringed and continues to infringe one

or more claims of the ‘078 patent by making, using, providing, offering to sell, and selling

(directly or through intermediaries), in this district and elsewhere in the United States, video-on-

demand products and/or services.

18. Upon information and belief, Liberty has also contributed to the infringement of

one or more claims of the ‘078 patent, and/or actively induced others to infringe one or more

claims of the ‘078 patent, in this district and elsewhere in the United States.

19. Defendant’s aforesaid activities have been without authority and/or license from

VTran.

20. VTran is entitled to recover from the Defendant the damages sustained by VTran

as a result of the Defendant’s wrongful acts in an amount subject to proof at trial.

21. Defendant’s infringement of VTran’ s exclusive rights under the ‘078 patent will

continue to damage VTran, causing irreparable harm for which there is no adequate remedy at

law, unless enjoined by this Court.

JURY DEMAND

22. Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all issues.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Plaintiff VTran Media Technologies, LLC respectfully requests the following relief:

A. An adjudication that the Defendant has infringed and continue to infringe claims

of the ‘320 patent and the ‘078 patent;
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B. Declare that Defendant Liberty induced infringement of the ‘320 patent and the

‘078 patent, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 27 1(b);

C. An award to VTran of damages adequate to compensate VTran for the

Defendant’s acts of infringement together with prejudgment interest;

D. A grant of permanent injunction pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 283, enjoining the

Defendant from further acts of (1) infringement, (2) contributory infringement,

and (3) actively inducing infringement with respect to the claims of the ‘320

patent and the ‘078 patent; and

E. Any further relief that this Court deems just and proper.

Respectfully submitted,

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF
VTRAN MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Jo,içf F. Nevares
E-iai1: jfnevares-1awmicrojuris.com
JOHN F. NEVARES & ASSOC., P.S.C.
1225 Ponce de Leon Aye, P.O. Box 13667
Santurce, PR 00908-3 667
Phone: (787) 722-9333
Facsimile: (787) 721-8820

Dated: June 17, 2008

OF COU1SEL:
W. Lewis Garrison, Jr., Esq.
E-mail: wlgarrisonhgdlawfirm.com
Timothy C. Davis, Esq.
E-mail: tim@hgdlawfirm.com
HENINGER GARRISON & DAVIS, LLC
2224 1st Avenue North
Birmingham, Alabama 35203
Phone: (205) 326-3336
Facsimile: (205) 326-3332

John F. Ward, Esq.
E-mail: wardj @wardolivo .com
John W. Olivo, Jr., Esq.
E-mail: olivoj @wardolivo.com
WARD & OLIVO
380 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Telephone: (212) 697-6262
Facsimile: (212) 972-5866
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1

TELEVISION BROADCAST SYSTEM FOR
SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION OF

VIEWER-CHOSEN PROGRAMS AT
VIEWER-REQUESTED TDIES

This is a division of application Ser. No. 07/204,585,
filed on June 9, 1988, now U.S. Pat. No. 4,890,320.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

2
ber of titles in a video store’s inventory grows by at least
thisamount each month. The physical space required to
store these additional titles may grow at an even faster
rate because more than one copy of each title may be

5 purchased. In order to handle the ever increasing num
ber ofcassettes, the video store must increase its storage
capacity for which it must pay a higher rent because of
the store’s premium location.

In order to solve some of the problems associated
10 with the video cassette rental industry, various prior art

solutions have been proposed. For example, U.S. Pat.
No.4,506,387 whIch is hereby incorporated by refer
ence discloses a system in which a cable television sys
tem (CATV) may download a recording from a central
location over its cable trunk to a memory module in
cluded in the viewer’s television receiver. The program
is downloaded in non-real time, typically in about 30
seconds, and the viewer then activates the memory
module to view the program stored therein. The 387

20 patent presents some disadvantages, however, in that
the central location must be equipped to download the
program in non-real time. Additionally, each viewer’s
receiver must be equipped with a memory module to
store the downloaded program. Such equipment may be
prohibitively expensive and may be also inefficient In
that a viewer’s receiver must be property equipped even
though a particular viewer may seldom, if ever, desire
to take advantage of the capability.

In U.S. Pat No.4,381,522 which is hereby incorpo
rated by reference discloser a system which a viewer
can telephone the cable company’s central location and
electronically select a specialized recording such as a
commercial advertisement for broadcast over one ofthe
unused channels of the cable television system. A com
puter then schedules the program, transmits it at the
scheduled time, and separately transmits a directory of
all of the scheduled programs on another unused chan
nel. The viewer then observes the directory channel to
see when the requested recording is scheduled, and then
turns to the channel indicated at the scheduled time to
view the program. The provision of the directory chan
nel encourages other viewers to view one of the sched
uled recordings also. The system as disclosed in the ‘522
patent does not allow the viewer to determine when the
program is to be scheduled and furthermore provides
no means. by which receivers other than the one of the
requesting viewer are prevented from viewing the
scheduled program.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention solves the problems as outlined
above. The invention hereof allows a viewer to choose
a program from a collection and to view that program
at a viewer-requested time on the viewer’s receiver for

non-requesting viewers from intelligible viewing of the
chosen program on their associated receivers This
allows a viewer to “rent” a program without the need
for a VCR.

The -present invention isadvantageously and prefera
bly implemented in the context of a television transmis
sion system, typically a CATV system, which uses land
lines such as coaxial cables or fiber optic cables for
transmitting programs to a plurality of subscriber’s re
ceivers. Preferably, the television transmission system is
an “addressable” system in which selected programs are
scrambled to prevent intelligible viewing thereofand in
which a descrambling signal can then be addressed to

4,995,078

15

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a community antenna

television (CATV) system. More particularly, the pres
ent invention relates to a system in which a viewer can
choose a program and request a time for viewing of the
chosen program on the viewer’s television receiver.

2. Description of the Prior Art
With over half the homes in the United States now

equipped with video cassette recorders, a major indus
try has developed which includes thousands of video
stores for renting movies and other programs on video
cassettes in order to satisfy a demand for over three
billion rentals a year. One of the reasons video tape
cassette rentals have become so popular is that the
viewer can rent a desired program cassette from the 25
video store’s assortment and then view that program
whenever desired. This is in contrast to conventional
broadcast television or premium cable television hi
which the viewer neither chooses the program being
transmitted nor the time at which it is transmitted. 30

Even with the advantages of cassette rental, certain
problems are apparent. For example, the viewer must
make a first roand-trip to the video store to pick up the
desired program cassette and then make a second
round-trip to return the cassette. Additionally, the 35
viewer may make a trip to the video store only to find
that the movie is unavailable either because all of the
available copies have already been rented, or that par
ticular video store does not stock the desired movie. If
such occurs, not only is the viewer inconvenienced, but 40
the video store also loses potential rental revenue.

Furthermore, the existing system for renting video
cassettes presents some inherent inefficiencies. For en-
ample, in order to minimize inconvenience to the cus
tomer, the video store must be located at a premium, 45
high rent, location such as a corner Intersection or a
shopping mall and pay the high rent associated with the
premium location.

Second, each video store must carry a complete li.
brary of video taped programs most of which are Un- 50
used at any given time. For example, it a video tape
store may carry an inventory of over 5,000 program
titles representing thousands more video cassettes
owing to the duplication of many of the titles. The
inventory problem is magnified ifduplicate cassettes are 55 which the viewer is billed and which also prevents
stocked in VHS and BETA formats At any given time,
however, only a relatively small percentage of the titles
will be rented which are typically the currently most
popular programs. Even with such a large inventory,
the video store can satisfy relatively few requests for the
most popular programs. That is to say, even ifa number
of copies of a currently popular program are in stock,
the demand for this program may far exceed this num
ber of copies and potential revenue is lost while, other
titles lie idle. 65

Third, the inventory problem for video rental stores
is a growing one in that new titles are released to the
video market each month with the result that the num
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and which are explained in part in the Electronics Engi.
neer’s Handbook, Second Edition, which is hereby
incorporated by reference.

Preferred system 10 (FIG. 1) includes central unit 12,
S land lines 16, a plurality of viewer-associated receivers

16, and a plurality ofviewer-associated telephone hand
sets 18.

Central unit 12 includes program collection 20, a
plurality of signal transmitters 22, signal combiner 24,

10 billing and address computer 26, scheduling computer
28, a plurality of input data computer terminals 30 hav
ing associated telephone units 32, and output schedule
computer terminal 34.

Program collection 20 includes a plurality of pro
grams stored on a medium allowing selective reproduc
tion and real-time transmission thereof over land lines
14 for reception by and viewing on receiver 16 by an
associated viewer. Preferably, the programs stored in
collection 20 are stored on “ video tape which allows

20 for higher fidelity reproduction than conventional j”
video tape. Each program is preferably assigned and
labeled with a catalog number, a list of which is stored
in scheduling computer 28. Preferably, up to three cop
ies of selected programs are included in collection 20
which to allow continuous transmission of ninety-
minute programs at half-hour intervals if desired for
currently popular programs.

As those skilled in the art will appreciate, the pro
grams in collection 20 can be stored on a variety of

30 media including compact disks, floppy disks, hard disks,
conventional magnetic tape, electronic memory such as
that disclosed in U.S. PaL No. 4,506,387, or the like.
While storage on video tape is preferred, available tech
nology and economic factors may dictate an alternative

35 storage medium.
Signal transmitters 22 are conventional units com

monly found in the “head end” of a typical CATV
system. Signal transmitter 22 includes signal source 36
and converter/scrambler unit 38.

Signal source 36 in a typical CATV system is the
origination point for signals received by way of an
tenna, microwave, land lines from a local television
station, or a video cassette recorder (VCR). Preferred
signal source 36 includes a “ video cassette recorder
(VCR) operable to recewe and play video cassettes
selected from collection 20 and to produce signals rep
resentative thereof for presentation to converter/scram
bler unit 38.

Conventiotial converter/scrambler unit 38 receives
50 signals from signal source 36 and converts those signals

_______

for output on a predetermined frequency channel In a
conventional system, these channels include low band,
mid-band, high band, super band, and hyper band,
which, depending upon the design of the system, may
allow selection of up to seventy different channels for
program transmission on a single coaxial cable trunk

FIG. 1 is schematic illustration of the preferred con- line. In the preferred system, unit 38 is operable to selec
figuration of the present invention; tively scramble program transmissions.

FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration showing the pre- Conventional signal combiner 24 receives the output
ferred interconnection between the configuration of 60 signals from transmitters 22 on the various channels and
FIG. 1 and sections of the transmission system. combines those signals for transmission over land lines

14. Signal combiner 21 is also typically coupled with
conventional billing and address computer 26.

Computer 26 is operable to transmit decoder signals
The present invention is preferably implemented in 65 by way of signal combiner 24 onto land lines 14 and

the context of a conventional community antenna tele. thereby to receivers 16 which allows intelligible view-
vision (CATV) system, the equipment and operation of ing of scrambled program transmission on selected ones
which are well understood by those skilled in the art of receivers 16 and prevents intelligible viewing on

the receiver associated with the requesting viewer
which in turn prompts the included control unit to
descrainble the program transmission for viewing on
that receiver.

The preferred method of the present invention in
volves the steps of providing a collection of stored
programs, selecting a program chosen from the collec
tion for transmission at a requested time in response to
a request from a viewer, transmitting the chosen pro
gram in real-time over the system’s land lines at the
requested time, and preventing intelligible viewing of
the chosen program at the requested time by receivers
other than the requesting viewer’s receiver. More par
ticularly, the preferred method includes the steps of
scrambling the transmission of the chosen program and 15
transmitting decoder signals to the requesting viewer’s
receiver in order to allow intelligible viewing of the
chosen program thereon only by the requesting viewer
and thereby preventing intelligible viewing by others.

Additionally, the preferred method also includes the
steps of transmitting the chosen program at the re
quested time over a selected channel and communicat
ing the identity of the selected channel only to the re
questing viewer.

In preferred forms, the method hereof includes the 25
steps of transmitting address signals specific to the con
trol unit associated with the requesting viewer and
transmitting associated descrambler signals specific to
the selected channel over which the chosen program is
being transmitted.

Advantageously, the preferred method includes the
steps of identifying a section of the land lines having a
subset of receivers operably coupled thereto, transmit
ting the chosen program over the section of the land
lines, identifying a juncture between the section and the
remaining portion of the land lines, and preventing
transmission of the chosen program therebeyond by use
of a blocking device located at the juncture.

The preferred apparatus includes a collection of
stored programs, means for selectively choosing certain 40
ones of the programs for transmission, means for trans
mitting a chosen program at a requested time, and a
scheduling computer for scheduling program choices
and requested times. The preferred apparatus also in
cludes computer means for receiving information from 45
the requesting viewer as encoded signals preferably
over telephone lines using telephone touch-tones. In
especially preferred forms, the computer means is
equipped for voice communication with the requesting
viewer either in the form of synthetically generated
voice signals or prerecorded selected megs

Other preferred aspects of the present invention are
explained hereinbelow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIGURES

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
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6
others. That is toy, computer 16 keeps track ofwhich ing household is preferably provided with a confidential
viewers which have subscribed to certain premium identification number in order to prevent unauthorized
channels such HBO, and, periodically transmits decoder ordering and thereby billing of a program.
signals which include address signals specific to receiv After a viewer has chosen a program, the viewer then
era 16. Descrambling signals are typically associated 5 uses telephone handset 18 to place a telephone call over
with the address signals which prompts the addressed the conventional telephone network to the telephone
receiver 16 to descramble the transmissions identified number associated with central unit 12. Customer ser
by the associated descrambler signals. Receivers 16 vice representatives answer the incoming telephone
which do not receive descrambling signals associated calls to whom the viewer communicates the program
with their respective address signals prevent intelligible 10 choice and requested time along with the viewer’s name
viewing of the scrambled program transmission, and confidential identification number. The customer

Computer 26 is also operable for producing billing service representative then enters this information by
information as appropriate for the services to which the way of terminal 30 into computer 28.
individual viewers have subscribed. As those skilled in In accordance with conventional computer program-
the art will appreciate, the various functions performed 15 ming techniques well known to those skilled in the art,
by computer 26 may be performed by separate comput- computer 28 first determines whether the viewer’s

name and identification number match. If not, this fact
Scheduling computer 28 is preibrably a minicomputer is communicated to the representative who informs the

and is operably coupled with terminals 30, with com- viewer that the request cannot be satisfied without a
puter 26, and with terminal 34. As will be explained 20 correct match. if the customer name and identification
further hereinbelow, computer 28 receives data repre- number do match, computer 28 then determines
sentative of the program choices and requested times whether the chosen program has been already previ
for viewing thereof and presents outputs at terminal 34 ously scheduled at the requested time. If such is the
whereby the chosen program can be selected from col- case, computer 28 need not reschedule the chosen pro
lection 20 for transmission by the respective signal 25 gram, but rather needs only prompt address computer
transmitter 22 at the requested time. 26 to transmit proper decoding signals to the viewer’s

In one embodiment, viewers communicate their pro- control unit 16 at the requested time to allow the view-
gram choices and requested viewing times by way of er’s receiver to descramble the program and to enter the
conventional telephone handsets 18 connected through billing information.
the local telephone network. Respective customer ser- 30 If the chosen movie has not been previously sched
vice representatives answer the incoming calls over tiled at the requested time,, computer 28 determines
•phone units 32 and then enter the information communi- whether a channel is available at the requested time. If
cated from the viewers into scheduling computer 28 by yes, computer 28 selects an available channel and sched
way of respective terminals 30, each of which includes tiles this channel for transmission ofthe chosen program
a conventional data entry keyboard and monitor. 35 at the requested time. Computer 28 then presents confir

Land lines 14 typically include coaxial cables which marion of this to the customer service representative on
transmit the programs from program unit 12 to receiv- the monitor associated with terminal 30 along with the
era 16. Receivers 16 are conventionally coupled with channel number which is then communicated to the
land lines 14 by way of respective cable taps 40. viewer.

Receivers 16 each include control unit 42 and televi- 40 Computer 28 provides scheduling information as
sion 44. Control unit 42 converts a program trausmis- output by way of terminal 34 In the preferreà form, an
sum received from land lines 14 on one of the various operator reads the output from terminal 34 either pres
transmission channels to an output on a preselected ented on an associated monitor or as a hard copy print
channel for reception by television 24. out In response, the operator selects the chosen pro-

Control unit 42 is also operable to selectively de- 45 gram from collection 20 and inserts into the appropriate
scramble certain of the transmissions received by way VCR included in signal source 36 which is associated
of land lines 14 from central unit 12. Each control unit with the scheduled channel. That. is to say, each trans.
42 is equipped to receive decoder signals to detect its mitten 22 is associated with a specific output channel
specific address signal from computer 26 and in re- and the information provided from computer 28 by way
sponse to descramble the transmission identified by the 50 of terminal 34 instructs the operator which VCR is to be
descrambling signals associated with the address sig- used for transmitting the chosen program at the re

quested time. In the alternative, system 10 could be
In the prefetred method of operating system 10, each arranged such that any unused signal transmitter 22 can

subscribing household is provided with a catalog of the be selected and then adjusted to transmit on the sched
programs included in collection 20 along with the asso- 55 tiled channel. At the requested time the operator anti
ciated program identification number by which sched- yates the appropriate VCR in order to transmit the
uling computer 28 identifies the program and by which program which is scrambled and converted by unit 38
they are labeled and stored in collection 20. Preferably, and presented on the selected channel to signal corn-
monthly supplements to the program catalog are pro- biner 24 and onto land lines 1
vided as new programs are added tocollection 20 and Computer 28, upon scheduling the chosen program at
new catalogs are periodically issued incorporating the the requested time, also interacts with computer 26 so
previous supplements as needed. The program listings that computer 26 sends appropriate decoder signals at
in the catalog are preferably arranged alphabetically the requested time and during transmission of the pro-
and also by subject category to facilitate selection of a gram to receiver 16 associated with the requesting
desired type of program. Collection 20 includes Ml- 65 viewer. The decoder signals include address signals
length movies, recordings of previously transmitted specific to control unit 16 associated with the requesting
regularly scheduled commercial broadcasts and other viewer and prompts control unit 42 to descramble the
programs of interest to the subscribers. Each subscrib- chosen program in accordance with the desciumbler
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signals associated with the address signal in this way,
the requesting viewer can view the program on the
viewer-associated television 44. By scrambling the
transmission, and by not providing a descrambling sig
nal to other receivers, subscribers other than the re- 5
questing viewer are prevented from intelligible viewing
of the chosen program.

Upon transmission of the chosen program at the re
quested time, billing and address computer 26 is pro
grammed to automatically add the specified program 10
charge to the requesting viewer’s monthly bill.

If there are no available channels at the requested
timn, computer 28 is preferably programmed to deter
mine the nearest available time frame during which a
channel is available or to determine thenearest avail
able time when the chosen program is already sched
uled for trar’-cniiedon. This information is then presented
to the customer service representative on terminal 30
who in turn communicates this information to the re
questing viewer who may thereupon select one of the 20
alternative times. For examp1e If the requesting viewer
wishes to seea very popular program at a certain time,
and all of the channels are already scheduled for that
time none of which include, that chosen program, an
unused channel may be available shortly before or after 25
the requested time or the chosen program may be al
ready be rescheduled at a nearby time whereupon the
requesting viewer can select one of these.

As discussed abovn, scheduling computer 28 is pro
grammed to ensure that the viewer’s identification num- 30
bar matches the name of the requesting viewer, or the
requesting viewer’s address, and so forth. As a further
check, computer 28 can be programmed to also include
the requesting viewer’s telephone number, and upon
being provided with this information, can double check
this against the confidential identification number and
the requesting viewer’s name and address. This pro
vides additional assurance that unauthorized persons do
not schedule programs which would be billed against
another subscriber’s account. 40

As those skilled in the nit will appreciate, the require.
meat for a customer service representative to answer
telephone 32 can• be eliminated by the provision of a
so-called “auto-dial” device which would allow the
requesting viewer to communicate directly with sched
uling computer 28 by providing appropriate encoded
signals such as those provided by buttons 46 as touch.
tone signals from telephone handset 18. Such systems
are well known to those skilled in the art and are com
monly used in banking services whereby cUstomers can 50
conduct transactions with their financial accounts. Such
systems often include voice response systems which can
be incorporated in computer 28 to provide verbal mes
sages by way of synthesized voice or prerecorded ver
bal messages. The requesting viewer can respond to 55
inquiries by the computer by entering the appropriate
codes on push buttons 46. Such an interconnection with
computer 28 by way of terminal 31) is indicated by the
dashed lines 48.

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the 60
information from the requesting viewer can be commu
nicated to central unit 12 by using land lines 14 such as
with an interactive cable system. Such systems are well
known such as those described in U.S. Pat. Non.
4,290,142, 4,408,345, and 4,710,955 which are hereby
Incorporated by reference.

As discussed above in connection with U.S. Pat. No.
4,506,387, program collectIon 20 can include programs

stored in electronic memory. If such is preferred, com
puter 28 can be connected directly with collection 20 as
represented by line 50. In addition, collection 20 can be
directly coupled with signal sources 36 as illustrated by
lines 52. With such an arrangement, the requirement for
an operator to physically select the programs from
collection 20 and in to insert them in the appropriate
VCR is eliminated. That is to say, upon instructions
from scheduling computer 28, collection 20 is operable
to cause the chosen program to be transmitted directly
to the appropriate signal source 36 for the scheduled
channel at the requested time.

While the present invention is discussed in the envi
ronznent of a conventional CATV system using coaxial
cables such as land lines 14, the present invention is also
useful It the context wherein land lines 14 are fiber optic
cables or telephone lines. Fiber optic cables have the
capability of carrying many more-channels than a coax
ial cable with repeaters spaced further apart and with
somewhat greater immunity to external noise. In such a
system, conventional telephone communication may
also be provided oven such a fiber optic cable or, in the
alternative a separate key pad, keyboard, or the like can
be included as part of receiver 16 whereby the request
ing viewer can enter data representative of the chosen
program and requested time for transmission over the
land lines 14 directly to computer 28.

A typical cable television system using a coaxial cable
as a trunk line may have upwards of fifty channels un
used for regularly scheduled transmissions. With the
potential for a thousands of receivers connected to the
system, fifty unused channels may not be adequate to
supply the demand viewer-chosen program viewing. It
should be appreciated, however, that in this example
fifty available channels can still satisfy the program
choice demands of many thousands of subscribers. For
examp1e fifty channels transmitting the fifty most popu
lar programs of the day may satisfy up to 80% of the
program requests. It would not be unexpected that
many subscribers may request the most popular pro
gram. This, coupled with the fact that all of the sub
scribers will not likely be requesting movies at the same
time, may allow fifty available channels to serve many
subscribers.

Nevertheless, there may be some upper limit as to the
number of subscribers that the available channels can
adequately serve. In order to provide the optimum
service to the subscribers in a system, the present inven
tion encompasses the configuration as illustrated in
P10.2. A typical CATV system includes a head end 52
at which the transmitted program originates and which
in turn transmits the programs on the various channels
byway of land lines 14.. In the preferred embodiment as
Illustrated in PIG. 2, land lines 14 are further designated
to include a plurality of sections of which sections 54
and 56 are illustrated. Eadh. section 54, 56 includes a
respective subset 58 and 60 of receivers respectively
coupled thereto. Each section 54, 56 and so forth is
respectively coupled to the remaining portions of land
lines 14 at a respective node or juncture 62, 64.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention,
a central unit is provided for each subsection. Two such
central units 12 and 66 are illustrated and are respec
tively coupled via lines 68 and 70 with respective sec
tions 54 and 56. Furthermore, respective blocking de
vices 72 and 74 are provided at junctures 62 and 64
respectively.

45

65
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Blocking devices 72 and 74 are preferably low pass As should now be apparent from the description
filters which allow transuilsarons from head end 52 above, the present invention allows a requesting viewer
transmitted at the lower frequency channels to pass to choose a program for viewing at a requested time on
unimpeded therethrough. Viewer-diosen programming the television receiver associated with the requesting
is preferably transmitted at the higher frequency. 5 viewer. The convenience provided thereby eliminates
nels directly to the respective seãtions 54 56. Blocking the need for the viewer to drive to a video store to
devices 72 and 74 prevent transmission of these higher pickup a chosen movie on video tape and to again re
frequency channels beyond their respective sections so peat the trip to return the movie.
that they do not interfere with one another. That is to Additionally, the present invention minimizes the risk

say, each program unit 12 and 66 can broadcast 10 that the viewer will be unable to view the chosen pro
chases programs on the same channel frequencies inn gram at the viewer requested time. This risk is mmi
the sections are isolated from one another by the block- nuzed for two reasons. First, the preferred embodiment
ing devices. hereof designates sections of the land lines which are

Sections of land lines 14 can be identified and desig- matched from a capacity standpoint with its associated

nated as desired by the proper placement of a blocking 15 program unit in order to satisfy the demands of the

device such that each program unit can adequately viewers associated therewith. Secondly, the present

serve the program requests of the viewers associated invention allows as many. viewers as are connected to

with the subset of receivers included in each ssection. the system to choose the same program at the same

For example if a CATV system has 50,000 time. This is because once the chosen program is ached-

and it is determined that fifty channels can adequately 20 Wed for transmission on a particular channel, additional

satisfy the viewer.chosen program requests of 10,000 viewers can be added simply by transmitting the appro

viewers, five sections of 10,000 receivers each would be priate descrambling signals to the requesting viewer’s
receiver. In this way, many viewers can choose the

designated with a blocking device installed at the juno- currently most popular program rather than just a few
tare between each designated section and the remaining 25 as determined by the number of cassette copies avail-
portions of the land lines. In this way, transmissions able as with prior art video stores.
produced by separate central units on the same channels The present invention also avoids the need for pro.
to separate sections would not interfere with one an- mium rentai space in which to store a large inventory of
other. This arrangement effectively multiplies the num- and eliminates the many duplications of in
ber of available channels for viewer.chosen programs. 30 ventory carried by the many video stores in a territory.

As preferred, central units 12,66 and so forth, are P’ing thus described the preferred embodiments of
located in physical proximity with head end 52 to take the present invention, the following is claimed as new
advantage of already existing equipment It should be and desired to be secured by Letters Patent:
appreciated, however, that even with multiple central 1. A method of operating a television transmission
units, multiple scheduling computers, billing, and d 35 system using land lines for transmitting television pro-
dress computers may not be needei That is to say, a grams for reception by a plurality of receivers coupled
single seL of appropriately selected computers can serVe with land lines for viewing the programs on the receiv
all of the central units. Additionally, economy ofa scale i by viewers respectively associated therewith the
may dictate that all of the central units use a common system including meansfor selectively preventing intel-
program collection 20 in order to nunimize the size of 40 ligible viewing ofcertain programs by certain receivers,
the inventory. Furthermore, the various program units said method comprising the steps of:
may also share a common set of incoming telephone providing a collection ofstored programs stored on a
lines for communicating with requesting viewers, medium allowing selective reproduction and real-

As an alternative, however, and depending upon the time transmission of said stored programs over the
configuration of the CATV network and theeconomics iines
involved, it may be desirable to locate a totally indepen. selecting a prospective chosen program from said
dent and free-standing program unit physically adjacent collection for trm’cm’sdon at a requested time in
its associated section of the land lines or physically response to a request therefor from a requesting
adjacent another location such as the central aclniinis- viewer;
trative office of the CATV rncmac1on system. That is 50 transmitting said chosen program in real-time over
to say, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the the land lines at said requested time for reception
physical location of the program unit and whether mul- by and viewing on a receiver associated with said
tiple program units can use common equipment is a requested viewer;
matter ci design choice dictated by technology, eco- preventing intelligible viewing of said chosen pro
nomics, and so forth. 55 gram atsaid requested time on receivers other than

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that said receiver associated with said requesting
blocking devices 62,64, and so forth may include distri- viewer;
bution repeaters or amplifiers which are designed to identifying a section of the land lines having a subset
amplify the frequency channels emanating from head of receivers operably coupled thereto wherein said
end, but by their nature inherently block passage of the 60 subset includes a plurality of receivers less than the
higher frequency channels from the varioussections to total number of receivers included in the system,
the remaining portions of land lines 14. This can be and remaining portions of the land lines having a
implemented by coupling line 68, immediately “down- plurality of receivers other than said subset cou
stream” of the repeater nearest juncture 62. Other re- pled thereto,
pesters downstream of this blocking repeater receive 65 transmitting said chosen program over said section of
and amplify all the incoming transmissions including the the land lines,
transmissions from the head end and those injected at identifying a juncture between said section and said
juncture 62. remaining portion, and
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preventing transmission of said chosen program be
yond the juncture from said section to said remain
ing portion by use of a blocking device located at
said jimctur

2. A method of operating a television transmission S
system using land lines for transmitting television pro
grams for reception by a plurality of receivers coupled
with land lines for viewing the programs on the receiv
ers by viewers respectively associated therewith, the
system including means for selectively preventing intel- 10
ligible viewing ofcertain programs by certain receivers,
said method comprising the steps of:

providing a collection of stored programs stored in a
medium allowing selective reproduction and real
time transmission of said stored programs over the 15

land lines
selecting a prospective chosen program from said

collection for transmission at a requested time in
response to a request therefor from a requesting
viewer;

transmitting said chosen program in real-time over
the land lines at said requested time for reception
by and viewing on a receiver associated with said
requested viewer;

preventing inteUigible viewing of said chosen pro
gram at said requested time on receivers other than
said receiver associated with said requesting
viewer;

said receiver associated with said requesting viewer30
being distinguishable from other receivers in said
system by an identifier,

providing computer means operable for receiving
from said requesting viewer encoded signals repre
sentative of said chosen program, said requested
time, and the identifier of said receiver associated
with said requesting viewer,

said selecting step including the stepof selecting said
chosen program from said collection in response to
said encoded signals from said requesting viewer.

3. The method as set forth in claim 2, further includ
ing the step of providing said computer means with
voice interaction capability and using said computer for
providing voice communication to said requesting
viewer. 45

4 In a television transmission system using land lines
for transmitting programs for reception by a plurality of
television receivers coupled with the land lines for
viewing of the programs on the receivers by viewers
respectively associated therewith, and including corn-
municating means for communicating information as
encoded signals over the land lines from said viewers,
the improvement cosnpdsing

a collection of stored programs stored on a medium
allowing selective reproduction and real-time ss
transmission over the land lines for reception and
viewing thereof by selected receivers;

computer means operably coupled with the commu
nicating means for receiving encoded signals from
a requesting viewer, said encoded signals being 60
representative of a requesting viewer’s choice of a
program chosen from said collection and said re
questing viewer’s requested time for viewing of
said chosen program on a receiver associated with
said requesting viewer and for providing output. 65
information representative thereof;

selecting means operably associated with said collec
tion and said computer means and responsive to

12
said output information for selecting said chosen
program from said collection; and

transmitting means operably associated with and re
sponsive to said selecting means for transmitting
said chosen program over the land lines at said
requested time for reception by and viewing on
said requesting viewer’s receiver.

5. The apparatus as set forth in claim 4, the conununi
casing means including telephone lines, the encoded
signals including touch-tone signals, said computer
means including means for providing voice communica
tion to said requesting viewer over the telephone lines.

6. The apparatus as set forth in claimS, the system
including means for transmitting programs on a respec
tive plurality of channels,

said computer means including means for scheduling
one of the channels for transmission of said chosen
program thereon and including means for provid
ing voice communication over the telephone lines
identif’ing the channel on which said chosen pro
gram is to be transmitted to the requesting viewer.

7. In a television transmission system using land lines
for transmitting programs for reception by a plurality of
television receivers coupled with land lines for viewing
of the programs on the receivers by viewers respec
tively associated therewith, the system further includ
ing communicating means for receiving information
over land lines from the viewers, the land lines includ
ing a section thereof having a subset of the receivers
coupled therewith wherein said subset includes a plural
ity of receivers less than the total number of receivers
included in the system, the remaining portion of the
land lines having a plurality of receivers other than the
subset coupled therewith, the section and the remaining
portion being coupled with one another at a juncture,
the improvement comprising:

a collection of stored programs stored on a medium
allowing selective reproduction and real-time
transmission thereof over the land lines for recep
tion and viewing thereof by selected receivers;

receiving means operably associated with the com
municating means for receiving information from a
requesting viewer, said information including a
requesting viewer’s choice of a program chosen
from said collection and a requested time fur view
ing of said program on a receiver associated with
said requesting viewer, said associated receiver
being included in the subset of receivers;

selecting means operably associated with said collec
tion and operably associated with and responsive
to said receiving means for selecting said chosen
program from said collection;

transmitting means operably associated said selecting
means and coupled with the section of the land
lines for transmission of said chosen program at
said requested time for reception by and viewing
on said receiver associated with said requesting
viewer; and

blocking means located in the vicinity of the juncture
for preventing transmission of the chosen program
therebeyond from the section into the remaining
portion of the land lines.

8. The apparatus as set forth in claim 7, the system
including means for simultaneously transmitting se
lected programs over a respective plurality of channels
included in a specified group of channels,

said transmitting means including means for transmit
ting said chosen program on a selected channel

$
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other than the channel included in said selected
group of channels,

said blocking means including structure allowing
passage ofprograms being transmitted on the chan
nels included in the selected group and structure 5
for preventing passage of transmissions on said
selected channel from the section to the remaining
portion of the system.

9. The apparatus as set forth in claim 8r said selected
channel, being at a higher frequency than the channels in 10
the specified group.

10. A method of operating a television transmission
system for transmitting programs thereover for recep
tion by a plurality of receivers coupled with the system
for viewing of the programs by viewers associated with IS
the receivers, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a central unit having a collection of stored
programs stored on a medium allowing selective
reproduction and real-time transmission of said
programs over the system 20

transmitting to said central unit a viewer’s’ request of
a viewer-chosen program chosen from said collec
tion and of a viewer-requested time for viewing
said chosen program;

responding in said central unit to said viewer’s Fe- 25
quest by selecting said viewer-chosen program
from said collection and by transmitting in real

30

35

40

:45

50

55

60

14
time over the system said viewer-chosen program
at said viewer-requested time for reception by. the
receiver associated with said requesting viewer;
and

preventing intelligible viewing of said viewer-chosen
program at said viewer-requested time on receivers
other than said receiver associated with said re
quested viewer.

U. The method as set forth in claim 10, said system
including land lines for transmission of the programs.

IL The method as set forth hi claim 11, said land lines
including coaxial cables.

13. The method as set forth in claim 11, said land lines
including fiber optic cables.

14. The method as set forth in claim 10, said transmit
ting step including the step of transmitting said viewer’s
request by. way of telephone lines.

15. The method as set forth in claim 10,,said receivers
including means for decoding a scrambled program,
said preventing step including the step ofscrambling the
transmission of said viewer-chosen program at said
viewer-requested time and decoding said program by
said receiver associated with said requesting viewer

16. The method as set forth in claim 10, said program
including a fun-length motion picture.

* a a a *

65
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rate because more than one copy of each title may be
1EVISION BROADCAST SYSTEM FOR purchased. In order to handle the ever increasing nuns

SELECI’IVE TRANSMISSION OF ber ofcassettes, the video store must increase its storage
‘iuwnst.øIOSEN PROGRAMS AT capacity for which it must pay a higher rent because of

VER.REQU7ED TIMES S the store’s premium location.
In order to solve some of the problems associated

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION with the video cassette rental industry, various prior art
1. Field of the Invention solutions have been proposed. For example, Pat. No.
The present invention relates to a community antenna 4,506,387 which is hereby incorporated by reference

television (CATV) system. More particularly, the pres- 10 discloses a system in which a cable television system
ant invention relates to a system in which a viewer can (CATV) may download a recording from a central
choose a program and request a time for viewing of the location over its cable trunk line to a memory module
chosen program on the viewer’s television receiver, included in the viewer’s television receiver. The pro-

2. Description of the Prior Art gram is downloaded in non-real time, typically in about
With over half the homes in the U.S. now equipped 15 30 seconds, and the viewer then activates the memory

with video cassette recorders, a major industry has module to view the program stored therein. The ‘387
developed which includes thousands ofvideo stores for patent presents some disadvantages, however, in that
renting movies and other programs on video cassettes in the central location must be equipped to download the
order to satisfy a demand for over three billion rentals a program in non-real time. Additionally, each viewer’s
year. One of the reasons video tape cassette rentals have 20 receiver must be equipped with a memory module to
become so popular is that the viewer can rent a desired store the downloaded program. Such equipment may be
program cassette from the video store’s assortment .n prohibitively expensive and may be also inefficient in
then view that program whenever desired. This IS hi that a viewer’s receiver must be properly equipped even
contrast to conventional broadcast television or p though a particular viewer may seldom, if ever, desire
mium cable television in which the viewer neither25 to take advantage of the capability.
chooses the program being transmitted nor the time at PtNo. 4,381,522 which Is hereby incorporated bywhich it s reference discloses a system in which a viewer canEven with the advantages of cassette rental, telephone the cable company’s central location andproblems are apparent. For example, the viewer must electronically select a specialized recording such as amake a first round-trip to tim video store to pick up the 30

commercial advertisement for broadcast over one of thedesired program cassette and then make a second unused c1mnnh of the cable television system. A corn-round-trip to return the cassette. Additionally, the
viewer may make a trip to the video find puter then schedules the program, transmits it at the
that the movie is unavailable either because all of scheduled time, and separately trinmitc a directory of
available copies have already been rented, or that par- 35 al of the scheduled programs on another unused chan
ticular video store does not stock the desired movie. nd. The viewer then observes the directory channel to
such occurs, not only is the viewer inconvenienced, but see when the requested recording is scheduled, and then
the video store also loses potential rental revenue. turns to the channel indicated at the scheduled time to

Furthermore, the existing system for renting video view the program. The provision of the directory chan
cassettes presents some inherent inefficiencies. For cx. 40 nd encourages other viewers to view one of the ached-
ample, in order to ,nhnmize inconvenience to the uled recordings also. The system as disclosed in the ‘522
tomer, the video store must be located at a premium, patent does not allow the viewer to determine when the
high rent, location such as a corner intersection or a program is to be scheduled and furthermore provides
shopping mail and pay the high rent dated with no means by which receivers other than the one of the
premium location. 45 requesting viewer are prevented from viewing the

Second, each video store must carry a complete II- scheduled program.
brary of video taped programs most of which are Un- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIONused at any given time. For example, it a video tape
store may carry an inventory of over 5,000 program The present invention solves the problems as outlined
titles representing thousands more video cassettes above. The invention hereof allows a viewer to choose
owing to the duplication of many of the titles. The a program from a collection and to view that program
inventory problem is magnified ifduplicate cassettes are at a viewer-requested time on the viewer’s receiver for
stocked in VHS and BETA formats. At any given time, which the viewer is billed and which also prevents
however, only a relatively small percentage of the titles non-requesting viewers from intelligible viewing of the
will be rented which are typicnlly the currently t 55 chosen program on their associated receivers. This
popular programs. Even with such a large inventory, allows a viewer to ‘rent” a program without the need
the video store can satisfy relatively few requests for the for a VCR.
most popular programs. That is to say, even if a number The present invention is advantageously and prefers-
of copies cia currently popular program are in stock, bly implemented in the context of a television transmis
the demand for this program may far exceed this nuns- 60 don system, typically a CATV system, which uses land
bar of copies and potential revenue is lost while other lines such as coaxial cables or fiber optic cables for
titles lie idle. transmitting programs to a plurality of subscriber’s re

Third, the inventory problem for video rental stores carvers. Preferably the television transmission system is
is a growing one in that new titles are released to the an “addressable” system in which selected programs are
video market each month with the result that the nuns- 65 scrambled to prevent intelligible viewing thereof and in
bar of titles in a video store’s inventory grows by at least which a descramnbling signal can then be addressed to
this amount each month. The physical space required to the receiver associated with the requesting viewer
store these additional titles many grow at an even faster which in turn prompts the included control imit to
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descramble the program tr2nnheion for viewing on
that receiver.

The preferred method of the present invention in
volves the steps of providing a collection of stored
programs, selecting a program chosen from the collec
tion for transmission at a requested time in response to
a request from a viewer, transmitting the chosen pro
gram in real-thee over the system’s land lines at the
requested time, and preventing intelligible viewing of
the chosen program at the requested time by receivers
other than the requesting viewer’s receiver. More par
ticularly, the preferred method includes the steps of
scrambling the transmission of the chosen program and
transmitting decoder signals to the requesting viewer’s
receiver in order to allow intelligible viewing of the
chosen program thereon only by the requesting viewer
and thereby preventing intelligible viewing by others.

Additionally, the preferred method also includes the
steps of traunnitting the chosen program at the re
quested time over a selected channel and communicat
ing the identity of the selected channel only to the re
questing viewer.

In preferred forms, the method hereof includes the
steps of transmitting address signals specific to the con
trol unit associated with the requesting viewer and
transmitting associated descrambler signals specific to
the selected cbnn1 over which the chosen program is
being trausmin

Advantageously, the preferred method includes the
steps of identifying a section of the land lines having a
subset of receivers operably coupled thereto, transmit
ting the chosen program over the section of the land
lines, identifying a juncture between the section and the
ramnining portion of the land lines, and preventing
transmission of the chosen program therebeyond by use
of a blocking device located at the juncture.

The preferred apparatus includes a collection of
stored programs, means for selectively choosing certain
ones of the programs for trnnniieion, means for trans
mitting a chosen program at a requested time, and a
scheduling computer for scheduling program choices
and requested times. The preferred apparatus also in
cludes computer means for receiving information from
the requesting viewer as encoded signals preferably
over telephone lines using telephone touch-tones. In
especially preferred forms, the computer means is
equipped for voice communication with the requesting
viewer either in the form of synthetically generated
voice signals or prerecorded selected messages.

Other preferred aspects of the present invention are
explained hereinbelow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIGURES

FIG. i is schematic illustration of the preferred con
figuration of the present invention

FIG. 2 Is a schematic illustration showing the pre
ferred interconnection between the configuration of
FIG. 1 and sections of the trA11enkeion system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is preferably implemented in
the context of a conventional community antenna tele
vision (CATV) system, the equipment and operation of
which are well understood by those skilled in the art
and which are explained in part in the Electronics Engi

4
neer’s Handbook Second Edition, which is hereby
incorporated by reference.

Preferred system 10 (FIGS. 1) includes central unit
12, land lines 14, a plurality ofviewer-associated receiv

5 era 16, and a plurality of viewer-associated telephone
handsets 18.

Central unit 12 includes program collection 20, a
plurality of signal transmitters 22, signal combiner 24,
billing and address computer 26, scheduling computer

to 28, a plurality of input data computer terminals 30 hav
ing associated telephone units 32, and output schedule
computer terminal 34.

Program collection 20 includes a plurality of pro
grams stored on a medium allowing selective reproduc

15 lion and real-time transmission thereof over land lines
14 for reception by and viewing on receiver 16 by an
associated viewer. Preferably, the programs stored in
collection 20 are stored on “ video tape which allows
for higher fidelity reproduction than conventional I”

20 video tape. Each program is preferably assigned And
labeled with a catalog number, a list of which is stored
in scheduling computer 28. Preferably, up to three cop
ies of selected programs are included in collection 20
which to allow continuous nmkion of ninety-
minute programs at half-hour intervals if desired for
currently popular programs.

As those skilled in the art will appreciate, the pro
grams in collection 20 can be stored on a variety of
media including compact disks, floppy disks, hard disks,
conventional magnetic tape, electronic memory such as
that disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,506,387, or the like.
While storage on video tape is preferred, available tech
nology and economic factors may dictate an alternative
storage medium.

35 Signal transmitters 22 are conventional units com
monly found in the “head end” of a typical CATV
system. Signal transmitter 22 includes signal source 36
and converter/scrambler unit 38.

Signal source 36 in a typical CATV system is the
40 origination point for signals received by way of an

tenna, microwave, land lines from a local television
station, or a video cassette recorder (VCR). Preferred
signal source 36 includes a video cassette recorder
(VCR) operable to receive and play video cassettes

45 selected from collection 20 and to produce signals rep
resentative thereof for presentation to converter/scram
bler unit 38.

Conventional converter/scrambler unIt 38 receives
signals from signal source 36 and converts those signals

50 for output on a predetermined frequency channel. In a
conventional system, these channels include low band,
mid-band, high band, super band, and hyper band,
which, depending upon the design of the system, may
allow selection of up to seventy different channels for

55 program transmission on a single coaxial cable trunk
line. In the preferred system, unit 38 is operable to selec
tively scramble program tr,mcmidons.

Conventional signalcombiner 24 receIves the output
ign* from transmitters 22 on the various channels and

60 combines those signals for transmission over land lines
14. SIgnal combiner 24 is also typically coupled with
conventional billing and address computer 26.

Computer 26 is operable to transmit decoder signals
by way of signal combiner 24 onto land lines 14 and

65 thereby to receivers 16 which allows intelligible view
ing of scrambled program transmission on selected ones
of receivers 16 and prevents intelligible viewing on
others. That is to say, computer 16 keeps track ofwhich
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viewers which have subscribed to certain premium ing household is preferably provided with a confidential
channels such as HBO, and periodically transmits de- identication number in order to prevent unauthorized
coder signals which Include address signals specific to ordering and thereby billing of a program.
receivers 16. Descrambling signals are typically associ- After a viewer has chosen a program, the viewer then
ated with the address signals which prompts the ad- S uses telephone handset 18 to place a telephone call ovE
dressed receiver 16 to desosamble the transmissions the conventional telephone network to the telephone
identified by the associated descrambler signals. Re- number associated with central unit 12. Customer ser
oeivers 16 which do not receive desorambliug signals vice representatives answer the incoming telephone
associated with their respective address signals prevent calls to whom the viewer communicates the program
intelligible viewing of the scrambled program UncmK. 10 choice and requested time along with the viewer’s name
tiosa. and confidential identification number. The customer

Computer 26 is also operable for producing billing service representative then enters this information by
information as appropriate for the services to which the way of terminal 30 into computer 28.
individual viewers have subscribed. As those skilled in In accordance with conventional computer program-
the art will appreciate, the various functions performed 15 mlag techniques well known to those skilled in the art,
by computer 26 may be performed by separate comput- computer 28 first determines whether the viewer’s
era. name and identification number match. If not, this Ibut

Scheduling computer 28 is preferably a minicomputer is communicated to the representative who informs the
and is operably coupled with terminals 30, with corn- viewer that the request cannot be satisfied without a
puter 26 and with terminal 34. As will be explained 20 correct match. If the customer name and identification
further hereinbelow, computer 28 receives data repre- number do match, computer 28 then determines
sentative of the program choices and requested times whether the chosen program has been already previ
for viewing thereof and presents outputs at terminal 34 ously scheduled at the requested time If such is the
whereby the chosen program can be selected from ccl- case, computer 28 need not reschedule the chosen pro.
lection 20 for tran”mkion by the respective signal 25 gram, but rather needs only prompt address computer
transmitter 22 at the requested time. 26 to transmit proper decoding tignals to the viewer’s

In one embodiment, viewers communicate their pro- control unit 16 at the requested time to allow the view-
grain choices and requested viewing times by way of er’s receiver to descramble the program and to enter the
conventional telephone handsets 18 connected through billing information.
the local telephone network. Respective customer ser- 30 If the chosen movie has not been previously sched
vice representatives answer the incoming calls over uled at the requested time, computer 28 determines
phone units 32 and then enter the information communi- whether a channel is available at the requested time. If
cated from the viewers into scheduling computer 28 by yes, computer 28 selects an available cl’rnl and sched
way of respective terminals 30, each of which includes ales this channel for transmission of the chosen program
a conventional data entry keyboard and monitor. 35 at the requested time. Computer 28 then presents confir

Land lines 14 typically include coaxial cables which mation of this to the customer service representative on
transmit the programs from program unit 12 to receiv- the monitor associated with terminal 30 along with the
era 16. Receivers 16 are conventially coupled with land channel number which is their communicated to the
lines 14 by way of respective cable taps 40. viewer.

Receivers 16 each include control unit 42 and televi- 40 Computer 28 provides scheduling information as
aba 44. Control unit 42 converts a program transmis. output by way of terminal 34. In the preferred form, an
sion received from land lines 14 on one of the various operator reads the output from terminal 34 either pres
transmission channels to an output on a preselected ented on an associated monitor or as a hard copy print
channel for reception by television 24 out. In response, the operator selects the chosen pro.

Control unit 42 is also operable to selectivdV de- 45 gram from collection 20 and inserts into the appropriate
scramble certain of the transmissions received by way VCR included in signal source 36 which is associated
of land lInes 14 from central unit 12. Each control unit with the scheduled charinl. That Is to say, each trans.
42 is equipped to receive decoder signals to detect its mutter 22 is associated with a specific output channel
specific address signal from computer 26 and In re- and the information provided from computer 28 by way
sponse to descramble the transmission identified by the SO of terminal 34 instructs the operator which VCR is to be
descrambling signals associated with the address sig- used for trawitting the chosen program at the re
usia. quested time. In the alternative, system 10 could be

In the preferred method of operating system 10, each arranged such that any unused signal transmitter 22 can
subscribing household is provided with a catalog of the be selected and then adjusted to transmit on the ached.
programs included in collection 20 along with the asso. 55 uled channel. At the requested time the operator acti.
dated program identification number by which ached- yates the appropriate VCR in order to transmit the
tiling computer 28 identifies the program and by which program which is scrambled and converted by unit 38
they are labeled and Stored in collection 20. Preferably, and presented on the selected channel to signal corn
monthly supplnnt to the program catalog are pro- bluer 24 and onto land lines 14.
vided as new programs are added to collection 20 and 60 Computer 28, upon scheduling the chosen program at
new catalogs are periodically issued incorporating the the requested time, also interacts with computer 26 so
previous supplements as needed. The program listings that. computer 26 sends appropriate decoder signals at
in the catalog are preferably arranged alphabetically the requested time and during tra”cn”wion of the pro-
and also by subject category to facilitate selection of a gram to receiver 16 associated with the requesting
desired type of program. Collection 20 includes full- 65 viewer. The decoder signal include address signals
length movies, recordings of previously transmitted specific to control unit 16 associated with the requesting
regularly scheduled commercial broadcasts and other viewer and prompts control unit 42 to descramble the
programs of interest to the subscribers. Each subscrib- chosen program in accordance with the descrambler
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signals associated with the address signal. In this way, stored in electronic memory. If such is preferred, corn-
the requesting viewer can view the program on the puter 28 can be connected directly with collection 20 as
viewer-associated television 44. By scrambling the represented by line 50. In addition, collection 20 can betrnmi-mion, and by not providing a descrambling sig- directly coupled with signal sources 36 as illustrated by
nal to other receivers, subscribers other than the re- S lines 52. With such an arrangement, the requirement for
questing viewer are prevented from intelligible viewing an operator to physically select the programs fromof the chosen program. collection 20 and in to Insert them in the appropriate

Upon transmission of the chosen program at the In- VCR is e1Iminjed. That Is tosay, upon instructions
quested time, billing and address computer 26 is pro- from scheduling computer 28, collection 20 is operable
grammed to automatically add the specified program to cause the chosen program to be transmitted directlycharge to the requesting viewer’s monthly bill, to the appropriate signal source 36 for the scheduledIf there are no available channels at the requested channel at the requested time.
time, computer 28 is preferably programmed to deter- While the present invention is discussed in the envimine the neatest available time frame during which a ronment of a conventional CATV system using coaxialchannel is available or to determine the nearest avail- 15 cables such as land lines 14 the present invention is alsoable time when the chosen program is already ached- useful it the context wherein land lines 14 are fiber opticuled for transmission. This information is then presented mbles or telephone lines. Fiber optic cables have theto the customer service representative on terminal 30 of carrying many more channels than a coax-who in Lmn communicates this information to the re- ca with repeaters spaced further apart and withquesting viewer who may thereupon select one of the 20 somewhat greater immunity to external noise In such aalternative times. For example, if the requesting viewer system, conventional telephone communication maywishes to see a very popular program at a certain time, also be provided over such a fiber optic cable or, in theand all of the channels are already scheduled for that alternative, a separate key pad, keyboard, or the like cantime, none of which include that chosen program, an

unused channel may be available ihortly before or .ft 25 be included as part of receiver 16 whereby the request-
the requested time or the chosen program may be al- ng “‘‘ can enter data representative of the chosen
ready be rescheduled at a nearby time whereupon program and requested time for trmmiion over the
requesting viewer can select one of these. land lines 14 directly to computer 28.

As discussed above, scheduling computer 28 is pro- A typical cable television system using a coaxial cable
granimed to ensure that the viewer’s identification num- 30 as a trunk line may have upwards of fifty channels un
ber matches the name of the requesting viewer, or the ui for regu1arlr scheduled transmissions. With the
requesting viewer’s address, and so forth. As a further potential for thousands of receivers connected to the
check, computer 28 can be programmed to also include system, fifty unused channels may not be adequate to
the requesting viewer’s telephone number, and supply the demand viewer-chosen program viewing. It
being provided with this information, can double check 35 should be appreciated, however, that in this example,
this against the confidential Identification number nd fifty available channels can still satisfy the program
the re ing vmwer’s name and address. This pro- choice demands of many thousands of subscribers. For
vales tionai assurance that tuorizeci persons example, fifty channels transmitting the fifty most popu
not schedule programs which would be billed against P’ of day may satisfy up ° 80% of the
another subscriber’s account. o program requests. It wold not be unexpected that many

As those skilled In the art will appreciate, the require- subscribers may request the most popular program.
meat for a customer service representative to answer This, coupled with the fact that all of the subscribers
telephone 32 can be eliminated by the provision of a Will not likely be requesting movies at the same time,
so-called “auto-dial” device which would allow the may allow fifty available chnn’4t to serve many sub-
requesting viewer to communicate directly with sched- 45 ibers.
uling computer 28 by providing appropriate encoded Nevertheless, there may be some upper limit as to the
signals such as those provided by buttons 46 as touch- number of subscribers that the available channels can
tone signals from telephone handset 18. Such systems adequately serve. In order to provide the optimum
are well known to those skilled in the art and are corn s’ce to the subscribers in a system, the present inven
moaly used in banking services whereby customers can 50 ton encompasses the configuration as illustrated in
conduct transactions with their financial accounts. Such PIG. 2. A typical CATV system includes a head end 52
systems often include voice response systems which n at which the transmitted program originates and which
be incorporated in computer 28 to provide verbal in turn transmits the programs on the various channels
sages by way of synthesized voice or prerecorded var- by way of land lines 14. In the preferred embodiment as
hal messages. The requesting viewer can respond to 5$ illustratedinFlG.2,landlinesl4arefurtherdeslgaated
inquiries by the computer by entering the appropriate to include a plurality of sections of which sections 54
codes on push buttons 46. Such an interconnection with and 56 are Illustrated. Each section 54, 56 includes a
computer 28by way of terminal 30 is indicated by the respective subset 58 and 60 of receivers respectively
dashed lines 48. coupled thereto. Each section 54, 56 and so forth is

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the 60 respectively coupled to the remsining portions of land
information from the requesting viewer can be commu- lines 14 at a respective node or juncture 62, 66.
mcated to central unit 12 by using land lines 14 such as In the preferred embodiment of the present invention,
with an interactive cable system. Such systems are well a central unit is provided for each subsection. Two such
known such as those described in U.S. Pat Nos. central units 12 and 66 are illustrated and are respec
4,29Q 142, 4,408,345, and 4,710,955 which are hereby 65 tively coupled via lines 68 and 70 with respective sec
incorporated by reference. tions 54 and 56. Furthermore, respective blocking de

As discussed above in connection with U.S. Pat No. vices 72 and 74 are provided at junctures 62 and 64
4,506,387, program collection 20 can include programs respectively.
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Blocking devices 72 and 74 are preferably low pass

filters which allow trnmiions from head end 82
transmitted at the lower frequency ch nnh to pass
unimpeded tlierethrough. Viewer-chosen prograninung
is preferably transmitted at the higher frequency chan
nels directly to the respective sections S4 56. Blocking
devices 72 and 74 prevent trncmision of these higher
frequency channels beyond their respective sections so
that they do not interfere with one another. That Is to
say, each program unit 12 and 66 can broadcast viewer-
chosen programs on the same channel eqwnnie but
the sections are isolated from one another by the block
ing devic

Sections of land lines 14 can be identified and desig
nated as desired by the proper placement of a blocking 15
device such that each program unit can adequately
serve the program requests of the viewers associated
with the subset of receivers included in each subsection.
For example, if a CATV system has 50,000 subscribers,
and it is determined that fifty channels can adequately
satisfy the viewer-chosen program requests of 10,000
viewers, five sections of 10,000 receivers each would be
designated with a blocking device installed at the junc
ture between each designated section and the rn’nng
portions of the land lines. In this way, transmissions
produced by separate central units on the same d’innnels
to separate sections would not interfere with one an
other. This arrangement effectively multiplies the num
ber of available chnnnIc for viewer-chosen programs. 30

As preferred, central units 12,66 and so forth, are
located in physical proximity with head end 52 to take
advantage of already existing equipment. It should be
appreciated, however, that even with multiple central
units, multiple scheduling computers, billing, and ad-
dress computers may not be needed. That is to say, a
single set of appropriately selected computers can serve
all of the central units. Additionally, economy of a scale
may dictate that all of the central units use a common
program collection 20 in order to mnnmine the size of
the inventory. Furthermore, the various program units
may also share a common set of incoming telephone
lines for communicating with requesting viewers.

As an alternative, however, and depending upon the
configuration ofthe CATV network and the economics
involved, it may be desirable to locate a totally indepen
dent and free-standing program unit physically adjacent
its associated section of the land lines or physically
adjacent another location such as the central adminis
trative office of the CATV transmission system. That is y
to say, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
physical location of the program unit and whether mul
tiple program units can use common equipment is a
matter of design choice dictated by technology, eco
nomics, and so forth. 55

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that
blocking devices 72,78, and so forth may include distri
bution repeaters or amplifiers which are designed to
amplify the frequency chmin ‘smnting from head
end, but by their nature inherently block passage of the so
higher frequency dnnpls from the various sections to
the remaining portions of land lines 14. This can be
implemented by coupling line 68, immediately “down
stream” of the repeater nearest juncture 62 Other re
pesters downstream of this blocking repeater receive 65
and amplify all the incoming transmissions including the
transmissions from the head end and those injected at
juncture 62.

10
As should now be apparent from the description

above, the present invention allows a requesting viewer
to choose a program for viewing at a requested time on
the television receiver associated with the requesting
viewer. The convenience provided thereby 14ntnJtf
the need for the viewer to drive to a video store to
pickup a chosen movie on video tape and to again re
peat the trip to return the movie.

Additionally, the present invention minhnw. the risk
that the viewer will be unable to view the chosen pro
gram at the viewer requested time. This risk is mini
mized for two reasons. First, the preferred embodiment
hereof designates sections of the land lines which are
matched from a capacity standpoint with its associated
program unit in order to satisfy the dn2nrlc of the
viewers associated therewith. Secondly, the present
invention allows as many viewers as are connected to
the system to choose the same program at the same
lime. This is because once the chosen program is sched
uled for transmission on a particular channel, additional
viewers can be added simply by transmitting the appro
priate descrambling signals to the requesting viewer’s
receiver. In this way, many viewers can choose the
currently most popular program rather than just a few
as determined by the number of cassette copies avail
able as with prior art video stores.

The present invention also avoids the need for pre
miuin rental space in which to store a large inventory of
programs and eliminates the many duplications of in
ventory carried by the many video stores in a territory.

Raving thus described the preferred embodiments of
the present invention, the following is claimed as new
and desired to be secured by Letters Patent.

1. A method of operating a television transmission
system using land lines such as coaxial cables, fiber optic
cables, and the like for transmitting television programs
thereover for reception by a plurality of receivers cou
pled in common with the land lines said land lines being
organized in plural sections where each section has a
subset of plural receivers coupled thereto, the system
including means for selectively preventing intelligible
viewing of certain programs by certain receivers even
though said certain receivers are connected to the same
land line as other receivers not so prevented, said
method comprising the steps of

providing a collection of stored programs stored on a
medium allowing selective reproduction and real
time trnmiaioa of said stored programs over the
land lines

selecting a chosen program from said collection for
transmission at a requested time in response to a
request therefor from all so requesting viewers of a
given section:

transmitting said chosen program In real-time over
said given section of the land lines at said requested
time for reception by and viewing on all receivers
of requesting viewers associated with said given
section; and

preventing intelligible viewing of said chosen pro
gram at said requested lime on all other receivers
of said given section.

2. The method as set forth in claIm 1, the system
including

scrambler means operably coupled with said land
lines for selectively scrambling the transmission of
certain of the program transmissions in order to
prevent intelligible viewing thereof on the receiv
ers,

*
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a plurality of control units respectively correspond- 7. The method as set forth in claim 1, said encoded
ing to and operably associated with the receivers signals including telephone touch-tone signals.
and operably coupled with the land lines, each 8. The method as set forth in claim I, further includ
control unit being operable for receiving decoder lug the steps of providing scheduling computer means
signals and in response thereto for selectively de.. 5 operable for scheduling multiple program choices and
scrambling certain ones of the program transinis- multiple requested times.
sions for allowing intelligible viewing thereof on 9. The method as set forth in claim 8, further includ
the associated receiver, and ing the Steps of

decoder signal means operably coupled with the laud providing computer means for providing billing in-
lines and operable for selectively transmitting de- to formation correlated with the requesting viewer’s
coder signals for reception by the receivers in chosen program, and
order to allow intelligible viewing of certain ones providing a bill to said requesting viewer correspond.
of the programs on selected ones of the receivers, mg to Said chosen program.
said method further including the steps of 10. The method as set forth in claim 1. further includ

scrambling the transmission of said omu program s lag the step of providing electronic memory means
in order to prevent intelligible viewing thereof on la’img Said collection stored therein.
the receivers, and 11. LU a television transmission system using laud lines

transmitting decoder signals for receipt by said re. such as coaxial cables, fiber optic cables, and the like for
ceiver associated with said requesting viewer in transmitting programs thereover for reception by a
order to allow intelligible viewing of said chosen 20 PluralitY of television receivers coupled in common

with said land lines, the system further including corn-program thereon.
municating means for receiving information over land3. The method as set forth in claim 2, the system
es from the viewers, the land lines including at leastincluding means for transmitting a plurality ofprograms one section having plural receivers coupled therewith,on a respective plurality of identifiable channels, the improvement comprising:control units being operable for tuning to a selec,ted a collection of stored programs stored on a mediumchannel, the decoder signals including address signals allowing selective reproduction and real-timerespectively specific to the control units and descram- transmission thereof over the land lines for recepbier signals respectively associated with the address don and viewing thereof by selected receivers;signals and respectively specific to identify selected receiving means operably associated with the coin-transmissions, each control unit being responsive tO 30 municating means for receiving information fromspecific address signals and the descrambler Signals plural requesting viewers, said information includassociated therewith for descrambling program ing each requesting viewer’s choice of a programmissions on the channels identified by the descrambler chosen from said collection and a requested timesignals, said method further including the steps of for viewing of said program on a receiver associselecting a channel for transmission, 35 ated with said requesting viewertransmitting said chosen program during said re- selecting means operably associated with said collecquested time on said selected channel, don and operably associated with and responsivecommunicating the identity of said selected channel to said receiving means for selecting a given saidonly to said requesting viewer, chosen program from said collection;transmitting address signals specific to the control 40 t’nitdug means operably associated with saidunit associated with the requesting viewer’s re- selecting means and coupled with said section ofceiver and transmitting associated descrambler imci lines for tranmnc’on of said given chosensignals specific to identify said selected channel, program over said section at said requested time4. The method as set forth in claim 1, the system for reception by and viewing on all receivers couincluding means for simultaneously transmitting a plu- 45 p)to the section and associated with a request forrality of programs on a respective plurality of identifible said chosen program at a common requested time;channels, the receivers being operable for tuning to a

__

selected channel, said method further including the means for preventing trnnm.ion of the chosen pro-steps of gram over any ri’ming portion, if any, of thetransmitting said chosen program during said re- 50 land lines.
quested time over a selected dmrniel, and U. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11 the systemcommunicating the identity of said selected channel including means for simultaneously transmitting seonly to said requesting viewer. lectect programs over a respective plurality of channels5. The method as set forth in claim 1, further includ- included in a specified group of channels,lug the steps of 55 said transmitting means including means for transmit-providing computer means operable for receiving dug said chosen program on a selected channelfrom said requesting viewer encoded signals repre- other than the channel included In said selectedsentative of said chosen program, said requested group of chAnivis,
time, and the identity of said receiver associated said preventing means including structure allowingwith said requesting viewer, 60 passage of programs being transmitted on the chansaid selecting step including the step of selecting said nels included in the selected group and structurechosen program from said collection in response to foi’ preventing passage of transmissions on saidsaid encoded signals from said requesting viewer, selected channels from said section to the remain-6. The method as set forth in claimS, further includ- lug portion of the system.

lug the step of providing said computer means with 65 13. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12, said sevoice interaction capability and using said computer for lected channel being at a relatively higher frequencyproviding voice communication to said requesting than the channels in the specified group.viewer. * * * *
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO

VTran Media Technologies, LLC, §
Plaintiff, §

§
V. § Civil Action No. 08-1552 (SEC)

§
Liberty Cablevision of Puerto Rico, Inc. §

Defendant. §

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

TO THE HONORABLE COURT:

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 7.1 and Local Civil Rule 7.2 require any non

governmental corporate party to an action or proceeding before this Court to file a disclosure

statement identifying “any parent corporation and any publicly held corporation owning 10% or

more of its stock” or to “state that there is no such corporation.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 7.1(a).

In compliance therewith, the appearing party states that there is no such corporation.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 18th day of June, 2008.

JoWF. Nevares
E-ai1: jthevares-1aw(microjuris.com,
i fnevareslawgmai1.com
JOHN F. NEVARES & ASSOC., P.S.C.
1225 Ponce de Leon Aye, P.O. Box 13667
Santurce, PR 00908-3667
Phone: (787) 722-9333
Facsimile: (787) 721-8820
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Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN
P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
Puerto Ricofiled in the U.S. District Court on the following G Patents or G Trademarks:

DOCKET NO. J DATE FILED f U.S. DISTRICT COURT Puerto Rico

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

VTran Media Technologies, LLC Liberty CablevisiOn of Puerto Rico, Inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

1 4,890,320 12126/1989 VTran Media Technologies, LLC

2 4,995,078 2/1 9/1 991 VTran Media Technologies, LLC

3

4

5

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

G Amendment G Answer G Cross Bill G Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

1

2

3

4

5

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Copy 1—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case ifie copy
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